





Dear Members of the Trinity College Class of 2017, 
Congratulations, graduates! I hope you take great pride in knowing that you 
have earned a degree from one of the finest liberal arts institutions in the 
country. Now, as you prepare to forge new paths in all directions, do so 
knowing that you're joining an extraordinary network of Trinity College 
alumni around the world. 
As you flip through the pages of this yearbook, you will be reminded of what 
I am sure was a remarkable college experience. You will recall the 
wonderful people you met along the way - your friends, teammates, 
roommates, faculty members, coaches, and others. You also will remember 
the beautiful campus, nestled within our home city of Hartford. I am sure 
those images and memories will remain in your heart long into the future. 
You also will take with you the knowledge you gained and the skills you 
sharpened in Trinity's classrooms and labs and as a members of this 
community: inquiry, analysis, and synthesis; an openness to new ideas and 
perspectives; the ability to work across differences and to both listen and be 
heard. This intellectual framework will provide you with the foundation to 
participate fully and succeed in the world. The habits of mind that you 
learned here will stay with you for the rest of your lives, guiding you 
wherever and however you choose to make a difference. 
I offer you my sincere best wishes, and I hope you'll return often to the 




President and Trinity College Professor 
of Neuroscience 
To the Class of 2017: 
It is an honor to congratulate you on this memorable milestone of your 
graduation from Trinity, but most importantly, I offer my gratitude for the 
many contributions that you have made to campus life at our college. 
Your lives are forever woven into the history of Trinity College and you 
should be proud of the opportunities that you have had to shape what 
Trinity is today. 
While your graduation is a significant achievement, I hope that it does not 
signal a retreat from the life of the mind and from the community around 
you. Rather, I hope that your graduation signals a more outward focus as 
you determine what mark you will leave on the wider world. This is truly 
a time to commit yourselves to serving the greater good, and lending your 
knowledge to those issues, people and problems that deserve your 
attention. 
Some of you may be familiar with the advice I often give to those who 
wonder what to do after crossing the commencement platform with 
diploma in hand. First, spend some time in restful and contemplative 
gratitude - gratitude to your family, to Trinity, to all those whose work 
brought you to this milestone. Then RUN! Run to a world that needs your 
insights, your skills and your passion! Run to problems that need your 
knowledge, your management and your organization. Run to people who 
need your understanding, your care and your love! 
My hope is that you will run far and wide, doing well and doing good. As 
far as you run and as wide as your journeys will take you, I hope your 
memories of Trinity will be a source of strength and encouragement. If 
ever you find the need for rest and rejuvenation, remember that you're 
always welcome to come back home, 'neath the elms. 
With warm regards, 
Christopher Card 
Dean of Students 
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'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
No more shall we meet, Our classmates to greet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity 
Oh it's seldom we'll meet, 
In the moonlight so sweet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity . 
. 
On the hills of our old Trinity, 
In the halls of our dear old Trinity, 
There is bright merry cheer, 
There are friends true and dear, 
In the halls of our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity, 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity, 
No more shall we meet, Our classmates to greet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
'Neath the elms of our dear old Trinity 
Oh it's seldom we'll meet, 
In the moonlight so sweet, 
'Neath the elms of our old Trinity. 
On the hills of our old Trinity, 
In the halls of our dear old Trinity, 
There is bright merry cheer, 
There are friends true and dear, 
In the halls of our old Trinity. 
May we meet 
'Neath the Elms 
when you return 
home. 
-
Jordan Emmanuel Abrams 
Massachusetts, 
Urban Studies 
Hannah Grace Adams 
Massachusetts, 
Biology 
Luca Robert Armstrong Albisetti 
District of Columbia, 
Economics & Italian Studies 
-
Clara Pauline Abramson 
Massachusetts, 
French & Public Policy and Law 




Eric Samuel Alexander 
Canada, 
Art History 






Margaret Lindsey Alis berg 
Connecticut, 
Art History 
Jacob Mark Daniel Ammon 




Hispanic Studies & Intl. Studies: 
Caribbean & Latin Am. Studies 
Lindsay Moore Barber 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
· Elizabeth Huntington Askren 
Nebraska, 
American Studies & History 
Mamadou Mouctar Bah 
New York, 
Sociology 
Tamara Lee La Drew Bascombe 
Singapore, 
Philosophy 





Environmental Science & French 





Mattea Sario Bennett 
California, 
International Studies: 
Global Studies & Music 
Zachary Chaim Bitan 
Hong Kong, 
Neuroscience 
Griffin M. Bossard 
New Jersey, 
Engineering 






Alessandra Francesca Bravi 
Canada, 




Alan Brian Bond Jr. 
New Jersey, 
Political Science 
Sebastien Antoine Pierre Broustra 
Connecticut, 
Public Policy and Law 
Andrew William Bruno 
Massachusetts, 
Sociology 
Samuel Moore Buffum 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Elizabeth Locke Burkett 
California, 
Art History 
Scott Joseph Buchanan Jr. 
Connecticut, 
Biology 
Sarah Natalia Bunker 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 
Henry Roland Butler 
Vermont, 
Public Policy and Law 
Alec Joseph Buffamonte 
New York, 
American Studies & Public Policy 
and Law 













Computer Science & Economics 








Briana J. Casey 
Massachusetts, 
Educational Studies 





Educational Studies & Hispanic 
Studies 
Catherine Laura Cebulla 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 






Isabelle Alexandra Choy 
New York, 








Frank Albert Cieri Jr. 
Massachusetts, 
Urban Studies 









Engineering & Environmental 
Science 
Ryan Richard Cole 
Alaska, 







Hispanic Studies & Intl. Sutdies: 
Caribbean and Latin Am. Studies 
-
Luke Edward Cordasco 
New York, 
Political Science 
Meghan Hayes Collins 
Massachusetts, 
Public Policy and Law 






Caroline Haggerty Collins 
Illinois, 
History 
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Chelsey N. Crabbe 
Massachusetts, 
History 
Anthony Bruce Craft Jr. 
Connecticut, 
Neuroscience & Philosophy 
Fernando Cuervo-Torello 
Massachusetts, 
Hispanic Studies & Psychology 
Margaret Rose Curlin 
Illinois, 
Biology 









Jordan Ashley Cram 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 








Catherine Grace Currie 
New Jersey, 
Art History 
Henry Martin Cutler 
Illinois, 
Political Science 
Russell Walker Davis 
New York, 
Political Science 
Douglas Barrett Curtin 
Massachusetts, 
Educational Studies & Political 
Science 
Colton Duncan Dana 
Massachusetts, 
Urban Studies 
Marilyn Agnes Dedrick 
New York, 
English 
Katherine Mary Curtis 
Massachusetts, 
Interdisciplinary: Film Studies 
Matthew R. D'Andrea 
Connecticut, 
Environmental Science 
Christian Matthew DeGrasse 
Connecticut, 
Economics & Public Policy and Law 
Olivia A. DeJoie 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 
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•• Elizabeth Dirico 
Florida, 
Biology 
Dominic Bruce DeNigris 
Connecticut, 











Sasha Regina DiNitto 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 




Melindy Joelle Dorcin 
New York, 
Biology 
Courtney Bosworth Driscoll 
Massachusetts, 
Computer Science & Engineering 




Patrick Dorsey II 
Massachusetts, 
Psychology 









James Robert Dutton 
Connecticut, 
Economics & Mathematics 
Margaret Anne Elias 
Pennsylvania, 
Public Policy and Law 





Economics & Political Science 
Joseph Aloysius Fields 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Samantha Jeanne Esposito 
Connecticut, 
Public Policy and Law 
Alec Michael Fernandez 
New Jersey, 
Political Science 
Sean Lawrence Fleisher 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Caroline Chamberlin Feeney 
California, 
Political Science & Urban Studies 
Mark Daniel Ferreira 
Connecticut, 
Biology 
Sarah Esther Fogel 
Illinois, 
Anthropology & Psychology 
-
Elizabeth Mae Foley 
Virginia, 
Neuroscience 
Edward Lee Mccabe Fox 
Illinois, 
History 




Michael David Fontaine 
District of Columbia, 
Economics 
Katharine Rose Fraley 
Minnesota, 
Economics 
Daniel Alex Garcia 
Illinois, 
Interdisciplinary: 
Human Rights Studies 
Mary Kate Dennison Fomshell 
Connecticut, 
American Studies 
Blair Ellyn Frantz 
New Jersey, 
Environmental Science 
Kenneth David Gamer 
New York, 
Political Science 









Jasmine Alyssa Gentry 
Kentucky, 
Hispanic Studies & Interdis.: 
Human Rights Studies 
Olivia Grace Gibson 
California, 
Classical Studies, Intl.: Global 
Studies & Religious Studies 






Annelise Eden Gilbert 
Hawaii, 
Public Policy and Law 
Carly Gray Goroff 
Connecticut, 
Interdis. : Human Rights & Intl.: 





Matthew Walsh Greene 
New York, 
American Studies 
James Tommy Guerrero Nunez 
New York, 
Anthropology & Educational Studies 
-
Ursula Paige Granirer 
California, 
Anthropology 
Isabelle C. Gregg 
California, 
History 
Lara Elizabeth Guida 
New Jersey, 
Psychology 
Brian Daniel Grasso 
Connecticut, 
Economics 













Andrew Robert Hatch 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 
Cathryn Elizabeth Haight 
Massachusetts, 
English 
Mollie Liora Hantman-Weill 
New York, 
Religious Studies 
Dylan Kelley Hebert 
Massachusetts, 
History & International Studies: 
Russian & Eurasian 
Emily Lewis Hamilton 
Connecticut, 
Environmental Science 
Haley Sloan Harckham 
Connecticut, 
Studio Arts 
Samantha Marie Hernandez 
California, 
Economics & Hispanic Studies 
fl 





Economics & French 




Lauren Taylor Hickey 
Massachusetts, 
Sociology 






Nathaniel Charles Hitchcock 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Brian Ross Horn 
New Jersey, 
Political Science 
Thomas James Hum-Hyder 
Minnesota, 
Neuroscience 
Griffin James Hunt 
California, 
Public Policy and Law 
Basileal Yoseph Imana 
Ethiopia, 
Computer Science 
Grady Lemieux Jacobsen 
California, 
Political Science 
Andrew Ray Hurd 
Connecticut, 
Economics 
Barok Yoseph Imana 
Ethiopia, 
Engineering 
Ned Fuller Jakubowski 
Massachusetts, 
Sociology 



















Julia Mae Jiampietro 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Peter II-Young Jung 
Washington, 
Computer Science 
Brian S. Kelley 
California, 
Sociology 






Thomas Richard Kendrick V 
Missouri, 
Psychology 






Catherine Clare McElvain Knowlton 
Massachusetts, 
Environmental Science 
Aidan Power Keohane 
Massachusetts, 
Political Science 
Joy Heeye Kim 
California, 
Classical Studies & Urban Studies 






Anna Ivory Kirk 
Connecticut, 
Psychology 











Dong Young Lee 





Andrew Gerard Leach 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Caroline Anne Lee 
New Jersey, 
International Studies: 
Asian Studies & Political Science 
Elise Ann Lasky 
California, 
Biology 
Christopher J. Leach 
New Jersey, 
Economics 
Kendra Jean Lena 
Connecticut, 
Environmental Science 





Computer Science & Psychology 
' w I ~1 
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Willard Charles Lipe IV 
New York, 
Biology 
Kaitlin J. Lewis 
New Jersey, 
Political Science 
Caroline Grace Lindholm 











Xinyi Ellen Lui 
China, 
Political Science & Urban Studies 
-







Amanda Lee Lundergan 
New Hampshire, 
Sociology 
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Evan Long 
Maine, 
Art History & Psychology 
Karoline Ellison Lozier 
Connecticut, 
Sociology 
Clare Elizabeth Lyne 
Massachusetts, 
Psychology 
Sophie Renee Long 
Maine, 
Mathematics 
Matthew James Lucas 
Illinois, 
Biochemistry 




William Warren Maccallum 
New Jersey, 
Economics 
Margaret Foye Mac Lennan 
Minnesota, 
Hispanic Studies 
Paige Nicole Marut 
Connecticut, 
Psychology 
Eliza James Maciag 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Julianna R. Maisano 
Connecticut, 
Neuroscience 
Jason Samuel Masurovsky 
District of Columbia, 
Urban Studies 
William Forsyth Mackie 
Connecticut, 
Biology 
Kevin C. Makie 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 







Brendan William McDermott 
California, 
Economics & Psychology 
Kalin McGowan 
New Hampshire, 
Economics & Mathematics 
-
Reid Overman McCool 
Florida, 
Economics 
Robert Joseph McElligott 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Leah Ries-Hanna McIntosh 
Florida, 
Public Policy and Law 
Leah Elizabeth McCormack 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Joseph Dennis McGlinchey III 
Massachusetts, 
Psychology 
Nicholas Francis McIntyre 
Massachusetts, 
Mathematics 
Thomas Francis McNamara 
Connecticut, 
Biology 
Hadley Martin Merrill 
Connecticut, 
Environmental Science & 
Hispanic Studies 
Cara Nicole Midlige 
New Jersey, 
Educational Studies 
Kathleen Elizabeth Meersman 
Illinois, 
Biology 
Monica Charles Mhina 
Tanzania, 
Engineering 
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Jaclyn Mercadante 
Massachusetts, 
Public Policy and Law 
David Andrew Mickolas 
Pennsylvania, 
Philosophy & Public Policy an 
Law 




Emily Post Miller 
Maryland, 
German Studies 
Cayley Elizabeth Moynihan 
Massachusetts, 











Yasmine F . Mutasim 
California, 
Biology 
Kendall Marie Mitchell 
Maryland, 
English 
Ryan Michael Murphy 
Florida, 
Economics 
Laura Michelle Nee 
Massachusetts, 
Biology 
Shamika K. Nelson 
New York, 






Cameron Levering O'Connell 
Vermont, 
French & History 
Christopher Alan Newton 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Kiley Ann Nygren 
Massachusetts, 
Biology 
Elise Lorraine Ogden 
Massachusetts, 
Environmental Science & Public 
Policy and Law 
Campbell Covington Schach North 
Pennsylvania, 
Public Policy and Law 
Megan O'Brien 
Connecticut, 










Sean Thomas Orlando 
Pennsylvania, 
Economics 
John Francis Ostrowski 
Connecticut, 
Political Science 
Mia Casey Olsen 
Connecticut, 
Sociology 





Art History & English 
Daniel G. O'Neil 
Maryland, 
Economics 
Mason Tyler Osgood 
Nevada, 




History & International Studies: 
Asian Studies 
~ 





Elena-Marie Claire Pedro 
Trinidad and Tobago, 
Chemistry 
Alexis S. Perez 
Illinois, 
Sociology & Urban Studies 
Hayley Marie Pappas 
New York, 
Psychology 






John Pavain II 
Connecticut, 
Economics & Mathematics 
Juliana Alicia Perez 
Illinois, 
Engineering Science 



















Catherine Jean Poirier 
Massachusetts, 
Engineering 
Celeste Anne Popitz 
Massachusetts, 
Environmental Science 
Theodore Fredrick Plass 
Maryland, 
Psychology 
Jordan May Politz 
Connecticut, 
Engineering & Mathematics 
Emily E L Popov 
Massachusetts, 
Political Science 
Brian Daring Post Jr. 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Conner Bryce Provolo 
Rhode Island, 
Philosophy 
Harrison William Quarls 
Texas, 
Interdisciplinary Computing with 
American Studies 
Kathryn Gorsuch Powers 
Maryland, 
Biochemistry & Biology 
Phong Kim Quach 
Vietnam, 
Biology & Chemistry 
valedictorian 
Andrew Avery Ragosta 
Rhode Island, 
English 
Callie Elizabeth Prince 
California, 
History 
Domenic J. Quade 
Massachusetts, 
Political Science 
Nicholas Alexander Tomko Recka 
Maryland, 





Rebecca Lauren Reingold 
New York, 
Political Science 




Matthew Jon Reichelt 
Connecticut, 
Classical Studies 
Holden Benjamin Rhodes 
Rhode Island, 
Political Science 
Riley G. Risteen 
Connecticut, 
Biology 
Jordan Oneil Alistair Reid 
Florida, 
Biology 
Thomas Briggs Rice 
Rhode Island, 
Political Science & Urban Studies 
Christopher Nicholas Rizos 
New Hampshire, 
Economics 
John Patrick Roberts 
Massachusetts, 
Public Policy and Law 
~--;-c -






Jake A. Robertson 
Connecticut, 
Economics 
Cionna Alexandra Rosenthal 
New Jersey, 
Anthropology & Biology 
John Paul Ryan III 
Texas, 
Economics 
Kathy G. Rodogiannis 
Illinois, 
Biology 
Pedro Alejandro Tambunting Roxas 
Philippines, 
Political Science 
Maxime Sabet d'Acre 
France, 
Economics & Music 
-
Daniella Arminda Salazar Herrera 
Peru, 
Interdisciplinary: 
Human Rights Studies & Political 
Science 







Shelby Marie Deck 
California, 
Political Science 
Ames TenBroeck Sheldon 
New York, 
Economics 
Klair Quincy Siciliano 
New Jersey, 
Studio Arts 
Evan Mark Scollard 
Massachusetts, 
Anthropology & Psychology 






Karlyn Fitch Simpson 
Massachusetts, 




Nicole Jeanne Stauffer 
Connecticut, 
Hispanic Studies & Political Science 
Austin Reeves Smith 
Massachusetts, 
Economics & Mathematics 




Elizabeth Louise Stepanek 
New Hampshire, 
Psychology 
Elizabeth Anne Bowen Snyder 
New Jersey, 
American Studies & Sociology 
John Irwin Stanton 
Massachusetts, 
Public Policy and Law 
Alexander Nicholas Stoczko 
Pennsylvania, 
Economics & French 
-
-












Nadine Rose Taghian 
Massachusetts, 
Neuroscience 



















Anna Elizabeth Tyler 
Massachusetts, 
Biology 
Kathareeya Katie Tonyai 
New Hampshire, 
Biology 
James Eigen Cortland Turits 
New York, 
Italian Studies & Philosophy 
Gavin James Ugone 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 





Public Policy and Law 







Global Studies & Political Science 




Dillon Joseph Walker 
Pennsylvania, 
History 
Kelly Marie Vaughan 
Connecticut, 
American Studies & English 
Jessica Beth Voight 
Massachusetts, 
Engineering 
John Clark Wallace 
Massachusetts, 
Computer Science & Mathematics 
Ronnie Vazquez 
Connecticut, 
M.A. in Public Policy 
Hillary Anne Vossler 
New York, 
Neuroscience 
Brenna McKay Burke Weber 
Louisiana, 
Sociology 
~-• '\ ---'1~.~ .• ~, , , 
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Ian L. Weist 
Massachusetts, 
Computer Science 
Colby L. White 
New Jersey, 
Theater & Dance and 
Anthropology 
Aidan Burlin Willner 
California, 
English 
Asia Elisa Angola Wells 
New York, 
Psychology 
Randi Alison Whitham 
Massachusetts, 
Engineering 
Samuel Warren Willsey 
Connecticut, 
History 
Robert Francis Wetzel 
Massachusetts, 
Economics 
Jasmin Elizabeth Williams 
Connecticut, 
Neuroscience 














Alexandra Vivian Young 
Connecticut, 
English 
Portraits reflected showcase students who identity with the Class of 2017 graduating 
class. Some students pictured may have graduation dates at a later date. 
Nicholas Donham Wray 
Maine, 
Computer Science & Economics 
Nicholas Roy Zaffiro 
Massachusetts, 
English 
Rachel Anne Zanko 
Michigan, 
Economics 
20 I 7 Baccalaureate Graduates Nol Pictured 
Students listed below did not have a portrait photo taken, but conferred their degrees from Trinity College on May 21, 2017. 
Fatty Al Ansar 
Brianna Jessica Allen 
Alexa Anderson 
Kimberly Bach 
David Edward Ballenger 
James Joseph Barrett 
Henry Minot Bell 
Aurora Bellard 
Emily Michelle Bernstein 
Pranav Bhandari 
Tucker M. Bixby 
Nicholas Boekell 
Jessica Lynn Bosco 
Nicolas Bouchard 
William S. Boyd 
Jamie Nella Brandel 
Sakile Ashia Broomes 
Margaret C. Brown 
Seth Joseph Browner 
Owen Huber Heithecker Brubaker 
Alec Michael Bunge 
Jacqueline Busa 
Emily A. Cahill 
Phoebe Lamb Carlisle 
Kailey Elizabeth Carpenter 
Briana J. Casey 
Zoe Cennami 
Justin D. Charron 
Oliver Douglas Chen 
Ji Soo Chung 
Sarah Clancy 
Alexandra Porter Clark 
Camryn Clarke 
Paul Clemente La Brum 
Grant W. Collins 
Michael Cooke 
Catherine Ann Cooper 
Scott Morris Cordner 
Alice Regina Coughlin 
Cassandra Jill Cronin 
Michael Sellers Cuoco 
Nathaniel Austin Cyr 
Dung Anh Dam 
Chiarra Garcelle Davis 
Kathryn Dair DeLillio 
Stephen James DeMonico 
Olivia Buckley Dolan 
Spencer Craig Donahue 
Christian Daniel Driscoll 
Michelle L. Dyer 
Alexia Isabella Echeverria Hidalgo 
Madeline Ferri Edwards 
Katelyn Dawn Elinoff 
Cristina Eliza beth Escobar 
Ryan Samuel Essner 
Boian Velitchko Etropolski 





Jordan Elizabeth Fisk . 
Katherine Broussard F oca 
Griffin S. Foley 
Adam Yew Wung Fong 
Brenin August Ford 
William D. Fox 
Christopher Fusco 
Vincent John Gandolfo III 
Alexander A very Gates 









Jared Samuel Lubman Hamburg 
Caroline Niloufar Hariri 
Thomas H. Hartshorne 
Meijing He 
Christopher Hebbe 
Michelle L. Herbert 
Matthew Walter Hirshman 
Samara Jade Hochberger-Vigsittaboot 
Pieter B. Roets 
Andrew Lucus Housman 
Helen MacGregor Ix 
Zakary J. J ardim 
Daniel Paul Johnson 
Samuel Carl Johnson 
Kelvin Mutugi Kaari 
Clio Draper Kammerer 
Patrick Brian Kane 
David YeonJun Kang 
Elizabeth Karabelas 
Martha Kelly 
Tracy Rucibigango Keza 
Nabeel Khan 
Young Kwang Kim 
Joshua David Knopf 
Theresa Kosch 
Jordan P. Kostoulas 
Zineb Kouskous 
Stefan F. Kramer 
Caleb A. Ladizki 
Caroline Sarah Landy 
Jane Teresa Landy 
John La Viola III 
Jameson Gene Law 
Marcella E. Lawrence 
Linh Le 
Jade Jennifer Lee 
Ji Yun Lee 
Thomas Jae Hoon Lee 
Younho Lee 
Stephen Leo 
Caroline Grace Lindholm 
John Michael Lipari 
Mingfei Liu 
Ilva Llakmani 
Henry Thacher Lucey 
Douglas Edward Lyons 
Emma Catherine Malicki 
Vijay Gui Mansukhani 
Boris Margarian 
Rutendo Brandon Matingo 
Jeffrey R. Maxwell 
Andrew Padraic McCahill 
Tommaso Meregalli 
Lauren Ashley Michalec 
Henry Davis Minot V 
Tucker Bitner Morgan 
Molly Erena Moriarty 
Matthew J. Mortimer 
Christopher James Mulhern 
Michael George Munzer 
Madeleine Kendal Mutscheller 
Charles Darrien Myers 
Nicolas Robert Nagle 
Shriya N agpal 
Thomas Houser Naragon 
Langdon Earl Neal 
Hieu Nguyen 
Hung Tuan Nguyen 
-
20 I 7 Baccalaureate Graduates Nol Pictured 
( continued) 
Students listed below did not have a portrait photo taken, but conferred their degrees from Trinity College on May 21, 2017. 
Vu Nguyen Duy 
Andrea Lynne Nicholson 
Carolyn Joan Nigro 
Sheila Wanjiru Njau 
AnnaOdoi 
James Joseph O'Leary IV 
Hugh M. J. Owen 
J ohnPaul Harold Palmer 
Emma Grace Palmieri 
Stefan Pappas 
Tristan Thomas Peirce 
Thomas Pelletier 
Miles Peskin 
Denicia Tatyana Peterson 
Berton Phinney 
Carmine Piantedosi 
Russell Nathaniel Pierson 
Sarah M. Poirier 
Kishwor Pokharel 
Kevin Anastas Premto 
Christa Cleo Prophete 
Chance Pryor 
Lorig Y eva Zarman Purutyan 
Casey Anne Quinn 
Haley Elizabeth Rafferty 
Chinmay Rayarikar 
AdamRednor 
Ryan Steele Reuther 
Louisa Revson 
Christian Reynolds 
Allen Alexis Rios 
Patrick R Robinson 
Julissa Lee Rodriguez 
Max Rooney 
Brice Goodman Rothenberg 
Mary Catherine Rowley 
Thomas Ryan 
Emma Claire Sbarge 
James Sclafani 
Serena Jacqueline Seaman 
Eleanor Hale Sednaoui 
Michael Selfe 
Esther Shittu 
William Joseph Sleeper 
Anders Michael Slicklen 
Paroma Sanjay Soni 
Natalie Sooksatan 
Taylor Marie Sorensen 
Dylan Stewart Spagnuolo 
Michael J. Steff man 
Marissa Lee Stein 
Aman Wesley Stoppard 
Devan Q. Suggs 
Mackenzie Grace Taskey 
Charles Tevebaugh 
Adam Thibodeaux 
Nathaniel D. Thiemann 
Haley Ray Thompson 
Molly Jane Colihan Thoms 
Malibongwe G. Thwala 
Allison Jane Tierney 
Amber S. Townsend 
Alexander Bernard Trager 
Cynthia Bezanson Trenholm 
Sophie Claire Vitzthum von Eckstaedt 
Charles W. von Weise Jr. 
Jacqueline Mary Wagner 
Yuwei Wang 
Javier C. Weddington 
S. Nicholas Wojdak 




All recipients listed in this section conferred degrees on May 21, 2017 at the Trinity College Commencement Ceremony. Please refer 
to the Registrar's Office for the most current list of official graduates from the Class of 2017. 
-
20 I 7 Master Grad1uales Nol Pictured 
Students listed below did not have a portrait photo taken, but conferred their degrees from Trinity College on May 21, 2017. 
Sarah Rose Brock 
John Patrick Carroll 
Frank Michael Castiglione III 
Alexander Austen Conaway 
Lorraine Michaelsen DeCrescenzo 
Anthony Dini 
Jordan Thomas Finning 
Karen Angelo F ortunati 
Brittany Marie Grimm 
Taniqua Kayeena Huguley 





Malhar Mohan Mali 
Lauren Marie Marenzana 
Kenneth Lee McClary 
Patrick Liam McDevitt 
Daniel Francis Mehleisen 
Kristin Bogart Moody 
Kelsey Elizabeth Moore 
Sara E. Mowery 
Julia A. Rivera Roberts 
Jane Gammons Smith 
Sarah Mocko St. Germain 
Jacqueline Sara Thomas 
Nicholas Joseph Trigila 
Stephen Henry Underwood 
Kelly Elizabeth Walsh 
Summer McCleery Washburn 
Jia Yu 
All recipients listed in this section conferred degrees on May 21, 2017 at the Trinity College Commencement Ceremony. Please refer 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC. 
SGA Executive Board 
Ryan Miller -President 
Dana Wensberg - Vice President 
Sebastien Broustra - Finance Chair 
Daniel Garcia - MultiCultural Affairs Chair 
Griffin Hunt - Programming Chair 
Marjorie Burke - Greek Affairs Chair 
Kristina Miele - Communications Chair 
Alexandra Young - Student Life Chair 
Aurora Bellard - Academic Affairs Chair 
Alec Buffamonte (Fall) - Inter-Organization Chair 
Molly Schineller (Spring) - Inter-Organization Chair 
Class of 2017 Class Council 
Nicholas Recka - President 
Alexandra (Ali) Chalfin - Senator 
Sedona Georgescu - Senator 
Nicole Stauffer - Senator 
Caroline Feeney - Senator 
Karan Khurana - Treasurer 
Class of 2019 Class Council 
Sean Jaquez - President 
Tshion Assef a - Senator 
Torrey Hill - Senator 
Olivia Spofford - Senator 
Katie DiRico - Senator 
Alison Adamski - Treasurer 
Class of 2018 Class Council 
Marketa Kotvoa - President 
Jane Bisson - Senator 
Dominique Ramsawak - Senator 
Kenzie Levy- Senator 
Austin Duebel - Senator 
Winston Brewer - Treasurer 
Class of 2020 Class Council 
Hadley Santana Queiroz - President 
Liam Andrian - Senator 
Julia Casey - Senator 
Anthony Davis - Senator 
Natalie Bruno - Senator 
Brendan Lynch - Treasurer 
INTER-GREEK COUNCIL 
Evan Scollard (Pi Kappa Alpha) - President 
Nicholas Kono (Psi Upsilon) - Vice President 
Joshua Silverstein (Psi Upsilon) - Treasurer 
Grady Jacobsen (St. Anthony Hall) - Chief Information Officer 
Teddy Ibarguen III (Alpha Delta Phi) - Chief Judiciary 
Michael Messina (Psi Upsilon) -Alumni Relations Chair 







































Language & Culture Studies 
Mathematics 













Theater & Dance 
Urban Studies 
Women, Gender & Sexuality 
World Literature & Culture Studies 
MINORS 












Human Rights Studies 
Italian Studies 
Jewish Studies 




Medieval & Renaissance Studies 
Middle East Studies 
Models & Data 
Mythology 
Russian Studies 
Studies in Progressive Am. Social 
Movements 
Urban Studies 
Women, Gender & Sexuality 
Writing Rhetoric & Media Arts 
-
-
LAUNCH OF THE CENTER 
FOR CARIBBEAN STUDIES 
-
CELEBRATION OF THE 
VENTURE PROGRAM 
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MEN'S 
SOCCER 
' .. . . .. 1:•-f•_ ,,.. ;~,r,-... 
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SWIM & Dl:VE 
MEN'S 
~ 






TRACK & FIELD 
MEN'S 




Andrew DeRoch e 
Colby Fortin 











"It was gratifying ~ 
Tyler Buc; ley to see how our l/'\ 
team came ~ 
0 8 
Erik Mohl 
together the way mm 
Johnny Stamatis 
n -~-u~--~ we did this year. ::o 1 
9 
Geoffrey Stillman We struggled at f20 
am times but never ~ 
Brad Whitman wavered from m 
'· 2 trusting the p Antho Tyler Forgione 
Ni h I s usco 
Mclane Hill 
D rini 
process and _,J,;;a 
0 achieving our ~ 
ultimate goal of ;=;; 
















Bryan Adamski, Matt Gedman, 









Western New England 
Rutgers - Camden 
Salve Regina 
Wesleyan (IL) 


































































WINTER 20 I 7 RESULTS 
16-10 
UMass - Dartmouth L, 76-83 
Southern Vermont L, 80-83 
Elms w, 88-59 
Keene State L, 66-76 
Bard w, 70-57 
Merchant Marine w, 77-45 
Springfield w, 74-66 
Susquehanna L, 58-62 
King's (PA) w, 59-52 
St. Joseph's (L.1.) w, 78-66 
Eastern Connecticut State L, 65-72 
Plattsburgh State w, 107-80 
Pine Manor w, 83-65 
Williams W,65-63 
Connecticut College w, 70-52 
Wesleyan L, 61-65 
Colby w, 65-56 
Bowdoin w, 71-53 
Vassar w, 67-58 
Amherst L, 53-66 
Tufts L, 75-78 
Bates w, 83-66 
Hamilton w, 67-53 
Middlebury L, 80-97 
Wesleyan w, 51-49 





"I am very proud of 
our guys this 
season. We had a 
16-9 record, led the 
NESCAC in many 
defensive statistics, 
and went to our 4th 
straight N ESCAC 
semifinal. I am 
extremely proud of 
our seniors as they 
went to two NCAA 
championships, one 
elite eight, won two 
NESCAC regular 
season titles, and 
had an overall 
record of 73-36." 












2 Jeremy Arthur 
O Tim Flynn 
1 
9 





Daniel Padalino 1 
8 2 Br1an orn 
0 Langdon Neal 
1 Ed Ogundeko 
7 Chris Turnbull 
Coaches 
(7th Season), James Cosgrove n Zall 
Ed Quick, Alex Conaway, Joh 
Mana ers 
11 Sean Jaquez, Devin Butler, Ryan O'Conne 





























playing a · 
tremendous 
role for us both 
on and off the 
court. They 




hard to create 
a foundation 
for our team to 








Sheena Landy _ Coach 
Kaitlin Lewis Garner 
~<!_~hes 
K Emily Garner (l~tSeason) 





- ', . 
WINTER 20 I 7 RESULTS 
DR , EN 
MA Institute of Technology 
Pine Manor 







Western Connecticut State 













.~ r· . . . 











































9th of 33 
35th of 45 
25th of 34 
9th of 20 
11th of 11 
15th of 56 
• • 
-
Q "We saw 
r-- strong rn ex, leadership 
~ from the 
::0 captains this -G) year, and are 
:J: fortunate to 
-I have three of 
f20 them coming 
~ back for next 
' season. They m r-- have laid the 
~ groundwork 
\J\ fora strong 
\J\ team." 
~ -Coach Suitor 
E 
Tim Bogo 2 
Darius Borges 
0 ro 
Ace McAlister 2 
J s h 0 2 Lucas Duros 
0 
1 Gabriel Julien 
9 Jo p 
Alexander Laferriere 2 
0 
Caleb Wright 1 
8 
Coaches 
George Suitor, Ashley Gurzler, 





I __________ _ 
Mollie Fierston 








La re Barret 
Jane Provost 
Caroli e lliv 
9 2 




2 Maggie Curlin 
0 hi Lon 
1 Kalin McGowan 
7 Ka i Tony i 
Coaches 
George Suitor, Ashley Gurzler, 
John Michael Mason 
-
11Soph1e was 
the heart of 
our program 
for a team that 
performed 
very well in our 
league ancl 
region. We 





next year and 















Service lo the 
Community 
FALL 2016 RESULTS 
Trinity Invitational 1st of 8 
MA-Dartmouth 3rd of 37 
Invitational 
Paul Short Run 2ndof41 
NEICAAA 32nd of 35 
Championship 
Connecticut College 7th of 21 
Invitational 
NESCAC 10th of 11 
Championship 




















































~ r m ... 
"Beating 
Middlebury at 




large bid to keep 
our season alive 
in NCAAs. TCFH, 
especially this 
season, will 
forever be an 
important 
memory and 
hold a special 
place in our 
hearts." 
-Mac, Mia, Syd 
Ca d y 2 
Caroline Curtin 
Olivia H: yda 0 

















































Jeff Devanney, Lewis Acquarulo, 
Mark Melnitsky, Denver Williams, Geoff 
Rhatican, Greg Skjold, Shawn Doherty, Kyle 
Duncan, Tom Szymanski, & Tennyson O'Donnell 
It 
was very fun to 
coach. The 






It was great to 
see them reach 
the ultimate 
goal of going 
undefeated and 
earning a ring!" 
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FALL 2016 & 
SPRING 2017 RESULTS 
Bill Detrick Invitational 





1st of 10 
3rd of 22 
2nd of 17 
2nd of 10 
Tournament 2nd of 4 
Towson Spring Invitational 16th of 21 
NVU Spring Invitational 1st of 1 0 
Williams Spring Invitational 2nd of 7 
Blazer Invitational 1st of 1 0 
NESCAC Championship 3rd of 4 
• • 
-





and he will be 
a great loss to 
the program. 























Taylor K y-Green 
Joseph Ladd 
H nryMa y 
Owen McGowan 










T~ y Loughborough 2 





Blake Delisle "This was another 
Bryce a.ui ll!cV""'ll'a special season for 
Nick Johnson the men's ice 
M on hockey program. 
Ross Mandigo We reached our 
M ~ ic~ ael O'; rien second NCAA 
Championship in 
Charlie Zuccarini school history and 
Br d Bu inow 
2 
0 
were once again 
crowned NESCAf 
Champions. This 





















Tyl r hitney 
1 
8 






-Coach Greason ~ 
<' Sam Johnson o 
randon e ;6 
"' Ryan Cole ~ 
E hanHold 6 
Sean Orlando ,0 




Matt Greason (6th Season) 
Paul Davidson, Paul Kirtland 
-
WINTER 2017 RESULTS 
21 - 7 - 3 
L, 1-3 
Connecticut College W,4-1 
Post w, 14-0 
Franklin Pierce w, 12-1 
Southern Maine L, 1-2 








Colby L, 1-3 
Bowdoin L, 1-5 
Tufts w, 7-1 
Connecticut College W,5-0 
Hamilton T, 2-2 
Amherst T, 1-1 
Williams L, 1-3 
Middlebury w, 11-3 
Colby W,2-1 
Bowdoin W,6-1 
Wesleyan (CT) w, 7-2 




Plattsburgh State W,4-1 
Endicott W,2-1 
Saint Norbert W,3-2 
Norwich L, 1-4 
• 
-
WINTER 2017 RESULTS 
9-13-3 
Middlebury L, 1-2 
Middlebury L, 1-2 
Buffalo State L, 1-3 
Buffalo State W,3-2 
Amherst L, 1-4 
Amherst T, 1-1 
Elmira L, 0-2 
Connecticut College L, 0-1 
Norwich L, 0-3 
Hamilton L, 0-1 
Hamilton W,3-2 
Manhattanville T,2-2 
Saint Anselm L, 1-5 
Endicott L, 1-2 
Colby W,3-2 
Colby W,2-1 
Connecticut College w, 1-0 
Williams L, 0-1 
Williams W,2-1 
Amherst L,0-2 
Wesleyan (CT) W,2-1 
Wesleyan (CT) W,2-1 
Bowdoin T, 1-1 
Bowdoin W,2-0 
Amherst L, 0-2 
• 
I . i \ . -------···----
WOMEN1S ICE HOCKEY 
-
~ 







Lauren Mac Master 
"Some of my n 2 
fondest college Alex Wallin 
memories are 1vi i 0 2 from training c1a·, 
sessions, games, 0 Lindsay Miller 
and social events 1 Ch ndl 
. m 
with my 
9 2 teammates. I feel 
very grateful to as 
Sydney Belinskas 
have been a part K 0 of the women's Delaney Harrop 
hockey team at I 
Trinity, and I know Melissa Maffeo 1 that these r 
Hannah Oganeku 
Jess Thulin 8 
2 
0 Iii av Kate Fraley 
1 J s el 
7 
Coaches 

















0 Jake Mores 

































0 • .,• u.'-.1wwl 
Brendan McDermott 
Coaches 
Michael Higgins (7th Season), 
Brian Praetorius, John Carroll 
"Aidan and 
Brendan did an 
exceptional job 
leading this 





to the program 
set the 
standard that 
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~.m .... ~ ...... ..,,n 
Lauren Taylor 





























1 Emma Malicki 
7 Nicole Stauffer 
Coaches 
Katy Dissinger (3rd Season), 





























Jo n ea 
Luke Taylor 
















did an admirable 
job throughout 
the year, leading 
by example with 
exemplary poise, 
work ethic and 
maturity. The 
team will miss 
Will's presence 
and influence; as a 
student-athlete 
and leader, he was 
truly 
outstanding." 
- Coach MacDermott 
;:.., '@- ~ • ...,.i .::- _,. --
• ~ _ ... ~ - ·-: ....,1..._ ~ -
.. . ... -
'FALL 2,016 & 
SPRING 20 I 7 BES'ULTS 









Knecht Cup 7th of 17 
Worcester Tech, Colby, VS - 2nd of 5 
Connecticut College, V4 - 1st of 3 
Ithaca &New 
Hampshire 






VS-2nd of 3 
V4-1stof 3 
10th of 16 
VS - 13th of 17 
V4- 7th of 12 
• 
-
FALL 2016 & 
SPRING 2017 RESULTS 




Head of the Charles 
Regatta 




Worcester Tech, Bates, 4th of 4 
Rochester & Wellesley 
Hamilton Loss 
Rochester Tech Loss 
Worcester Tech, Colby, 6th of 6 
Ithaca, New Hampshire & 
William Smith 
New England 14th of 18 
Championships 
National Invitational 16th of 19 
Regatta Championships 
• • 
------, ., . . 
• ~ 1 n1-· , 1S .. .~ . - . . . . .. 
WOMEN1S ROWING If · 
-
"It has been so 
rewarding 
seeing the team 
grow closer as a 
community and 
have more fun 
with each other 
both in and out 
of pradice. We 
are excited to see 
where we will be 
this time next 
year with the 
progress that is 
being made." 




















Talia La Schiazza 




Antonia Bowden 0 






















Griffin Paterson 2 
a re pson 
Owen Tally 0 
2 


























combination of • OJ 
talent, C 
leadership, ~ 
maturity, and 0 
personality of C 
any group in 30 ~ 
years of :::o 
coaching. s' 
Absolutely love C::-
and respect all ;g 
ofthem." /$ 














'1, : .. 
I I I 
~ ~ .. . ~ 
haven'l losl lo a 
non-,conf ere nee 
opponent in 4 
years 












Western Connecticut State 
Middlebury 
Tufts 





















FALL 2016 RESULTS ~·-."':. -::--·q-.-.-. J • .- • I • :or I .. 
• , J 
! . _, '. ~ ' 
11-5-4 
Farmingdale State T, 1-1 
Williams L, 1-2 
Hamilton W,2-0 
New York University T,0-0 
Emerson W,3-0 
Colby W,3-1 
Wheaton {MA) W,2-1 
Bates W,4-0 
Wesleyan {CT) W,4-0 
Bowdoin w, 1-0 
Eastern Connecticut State W,2-0 
Middlebury L, 1-2 
Tufts W,2-0 
Connecticut College W,2-0 
Amherst L,2-3 
Tufts w, 1-0 
Williams T, 1-1 
Amherst L, 1-2 
WPI T,0-0 










Katherine Marlow-Benedick 2 
r--
~ "The seniors 
2 arrived as 
0 ' freshman and 2 
0 ... -< helped us reach 




Z Tournament. In 9 




1 they helped us Sarah Connors 0 
reach the NCAA 
na 
rn Tournament for Julia Pitino 
Z the second time. Ji Ra 1 
? No other class in Maddie Snyder 
<;20 the history of the b " ey 8 
~ ·.. program has 2 Sheena Landy 
\...- made such an K 
~ impact! They will 0 Laura Nee 




ICO e r 
Coaches f· ~ -.· ._ ... -> te' 
• 
~ ~ 4, 
\
-. -- •- •--- _,-.;.~ ( . ' . ' ~ 
. JI ' ,:~ 
Michael Smith (20th Season), 
Allison Lipsher, Alexa Menard 
~-~ 
-
Nikki Andersen 2 
Natalie Bruno 


























Caitlin Hitchcock, Christy Dukehart, 
Mark Moynihan, Jessica Tait, 
Brittany Grimm 
-
"Our four captains 
were top notch 
this year. The 
captains and in 
particular our 
seniors, led the 
way and were the 












< positive and ::t> 
efficient 0 
leadership. They ~ 
led together, on ~ 
the field and off ... m 
the field. They ~ 
11ever let us down, 2 
not once. We will .)); 
miss our senior {!J 
captains very ~ 
much." ~ 












• IN!!!!!! .. .. . -., - " 












Eastern Connecticut State 









































































































climbed back to 
the top of the 
mountain at a 
time when the 
college game is its 
deepest in history. 
To be able to beat 
a national 
championship 
level team like 
Harvard on their 
courts was a 
heroic effort. I 
could not be any 
appier for these 
























Omar Allaudin 2 
0 5 Jake Lord 
oughlin 

















al ma lam El Din 2 
Ellie O'Callaghan 0 
V nessa Raj 2 
0 Lakeesha Rarere 
2 
0 
J nnif er Ha ey 
1 Margaret Lineberger 
9 
S Im El Defrawy 2 
Karolina Holinkova O 












Taytor Sor nson 
Coaches 
Wendy Bartlett (33rd Season), 













standards and a 
strong ethic, 

















































WINTER 20 I 7 RESULTS 
7-3 
Hamilton W, 152-136 
Bates L, 113.5-148.5 
Connecticut Cup 5th out of 6 
Clark W, 161-69 
Brandeis W, 190-71 
Vassar W, 181-89 
Bowdoin L, 141-215 
Colby W, 198-153 
Wesleyan (CT) W, 208-139 
Connecticut College L, 93.5-168.5 
Wheaton (MA) W, 174-114 
NESCAC Championships 7th out of 11 
• 
r------ II llf • • • 
_ ~llll rv 1S. . . • , 
MEN1S SWIM & DIVE · ·, 
-
'1his year we set 
out to build on 
our standing in 
tlie 'CAC, to 
rewrite our record 
book,andto 
enjoy the entire 
z I process. Not only 
~ did we jump up 
--1 several spots in 
~ the conference 
~ and take down 
~ many of our 
~ records, but the 
i 1~:1::1:e:::i:s 'o as a team." 
% -Doug and Tristan 
~ y 
Liam Egan 2 





























Carlos Vega, Peter Suydam, 
Patrick McDevitt 
-



















Cath rine Poirier 
0 
1 


















of yards. I 
can't wait to 








WINTER 20 I 7 RESULTS 








Brandeis W, 156-114 
Mount Holyoke W, 179-98 
Vassar W, 166-112 
Bowdoin, Colby, Wesleyan L, 90-265 
Colby L, 145-207 
Wesleyan (CT) L, 104-255 
Connecticut College L, 35-227 
Wheaton (MA) L, 86-201 
Wellesley L, 114-173 











ITA Regional Championships 






















































Rex Glickman 0 








Rut ndo Ma ingo 
Jagger Riefler 
Phillip Wins r 
Coaches 




J lia Brog n 2 
Federica Cristofanilli 0 
Krs aJira ek 
Carolyn Najarian 






















K therine Di Rico 
· Shulman (2nd Season), Lon . 
Malhar Mall 
-





with five new -
freshmen. We are a ;: 
very young team r 
that competed side m 
by side with some ... < 
of the best teams ~ 
in the country, and 
we have great i 
potential to be 
very successful in ~ 
NESCACin a, 
upcoming years." ~ 
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ln o liea 
FA'LL 2016 & SPRING 
20 I 7 RESULTS 
6-9 
ORR EN~ 
ITA Regional Championships 
CT College Invitational 
































, Trinity is .. , 






ol lhe Year 
SPRING 2017 RESULTS 
Smith Snowflake Invite 
Maroon & White Invite 
Massassoit Invitational 
Wesleyan Invitational 
David Hemery Valentine Invite 
NE D Ill Championships 
NE Open Championships 
Corsair Classic 
Amherst Invitational 
CT College Invitational 
Trinity Invitational 
NESCAC Championship 
NE D Ill Championships 
NE Open Championships 
Last Chance Meet 
• 
-
22nd of 27 
9th of 15 
8th of 10 
9th of 17 
9th of 11 
32ndof 32 
- "We saw strong m leadership from r 
:r: the captains this 
C year, and are 
G) fortunate to have 
:c three of them m coming back for ll' ... 
nextseason.They 
have laid the 
groundwork for a 
strong team." 
- Coach Suitor 
,,-. ..,. 
HOSTE 















1 Samuel Oyebefun 
0 
AlexTomcho 
9 h Michael Zarra 
Boucher 2 
Daniel Hughes 
ferri re 0 
Kyle Larsson 1 
Dev n rts 
Caleb Wright 8 





George Suitor (25th Season), 
John Michael Mason, Bill Kelleher, 
















0 Lauren Barrett 
1 Avery Hayes 

















George Suitor (25th Season), 
John Michael Mason, Bill Kelleher, 
Bonnie Edmonson, Ashley Gurzler 
-
,.... . 
.. «17 raptains 
were the heart of 
our program for a 
team that 
performed very 
well in our league 
and region. We 





year and for years 
to come." 
-Coach Suitor 
" u fRlllff 
~ r 








ol lhe Year 
Katie Marlow~ 
Benedick 
l OOm & 2,00m. 
School 
DR ONE 111 
Maroon & White Invite 
Massassoit Invitational 
Wesleyan Invitational 
David Hemery Valentine Invite 
NE D Ill Championships 24th of 29 
NE Open Championships 28th of 35 
Tufts Qualifying Meet 
Corsa·r Classic 
Amherst Invitational 
CT College Invitational 
Trinity Invitational 
1st of 13 
2nd of 10 
2nd of 16 
NESCAC Championship 7th of 11 
NED Ill Championships 13th of 32 
NE Open Championships 28th of 40 
Last Chance Mee 
• 
Trinity is ... 
WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD 
-
FALL 2016 RESULTS 
10-13 
Eastern Connecticut State 
Clark University 
Westfield State 
Western Connecticut State L, 0-3 
Middlebury L, 0-3 
Hamilton L, 0-3 




Bowdoin L, 0-3 
Tufts L, 0-3 
St. Joseph ( CT) W,3-0 
Colby W,3-1 
Bates L, 0-3 
Connecticut College L, 0-3 
WPI W,3-2 
Rhode Island College W,3-2 
Emmanuel (MA) W,3-0 
UMass - Boston L, 1-3 
SUNVCanton W,3-1 
Amherst L, 0-3 




::C been an 
PJ awesome 
o:, group. They 
-< worked hard 
~ day in and day 
n out and helped 
?'- the program 
::0 grow. They will 
)> be missed. We 2 wish nothing 
~ but the best 
for them as I they move on 
~ to their next 
~ adventures." 



























Rachel Hug s 
Randi Whitham 
Coaches 
Jen Bowman (13th S 
K
. eason) 
e1th Scheckel ' 
-
ROSTER 
St ph n Cerrone 2 
Lukas Kaminski 
K ith Martin 0 




2 Joe Ca 1ano Nolan Cornu 
Fran 
John Davis Ill 
0 Dev i Matt Ferraro 
Ian Moritz 
1 Joe Penna Jack Reilly 
Mason Sangillo 
9 Ian Steckel 
2 




0 Andrew Mccahill 
1 
7 James Scalfani 
Coaches 
Marques Gales (4th Season), 
John Gabardi, Este Lara, Shirzad Ahmadi 
-
Mana ers 
Kate Lucas, Tess Vanek 
"The coaches are in 
the middle of 
developing a C\ 
';xJ 
program that will )> 
hopefully be z 
successful for years ~ 
to come. The Vl 
season didn't end 0 
how we wanted it ::0 m 
to, but each year z 
we are improving V> 
and growing closer. 0 
The team is 2 
becoming a close 
knit family that 
will accomplish 
some things in the 
near future." 
- Grant Sorenson 
WINTER 20 I 7 RESULTS 
5-10 
East Stroudsburg 
Doug Parker Invitational 
Southern Maine 
Ted Reese Invitational 
Williams 





Rhode Island College 
Western New England 
USC Wildcat Open 
Western New England 
Southern Maine 
American International 
New England College 
Rhode Island College 
Bridgewater State 
NEWA Futures Tournament 
L, 15-29 
13th out of 15 
L, 12-32 





















The 2016-2017 edition of the Ivy Yearbook is dedicated to Christopher Card, Dean of Students, for his 18 
years of devoted dedication to Trinity and its students. Throughout his time at Trinity, Dean Card has 
endlessly supported and advocated for the students, staff and faculty on campus. He will undoubtedly be 
a tremendous asset to Lawrence University in his new role of Vice President of Student Life, but he will 





The 2016-2017 Ivy Yearbook publication is a testament to the 
students who dedicated their past four years to Trinity College and 
to the faculty and staff who continue to make Trinity College an 
institution that graduates, alimni/ae, and prospective students are 
proud to call home. 
Thank you to all of the staff, students, departments and vendors that 
made this year's publication possible, specifically: 
Office of Student Activities, Involvement & Leadership (S.A.I.L.) 
Kathy Andrews & Andrew J. Concatelli, Office of Communications 
John Atashian, Photographer 
John Marinelli, Photographer 
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